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n this past Easter workshop in
Spain, wewanted to encourage
people to do things from their
hearts and not from the will of other
people but theirs. It was also mainly
about how to build true relationship of
heart with Heavenly Parents, True
Parents and people around us.
Our workshop motto was named “Heart
to Heart” because we wanted to
emphasise on connecting their hearts to
the church meaning of “using your heart
in everything you do”, living for the sake
of others because you really want the
best for God and for your brothers and
sisters, which is God’s ideal goal in the
restoration of the providence. The first
day was about, explaining our point of

view of what it means for us having this
kind of heart, giving and not expecting
to receive, doing things from your own
will and how to make a step forward to
the life you want to make for yourself.
There were lectures about taking
“responsibility”, taking “Initiative”, to
get out of your comfort zone, about what
“life of faith” means for them, “purity”
from a sister’s viewpoint and a brother’s
viewpoint, “True Father’s life course”
and the last lecture was the meaning of
the “Family Pledge”. The third day was
the challenge day where wegave them
some stations where they had to choose
what they want to improve in their lives.
Before starting the prayer evening, we
had a prayer lecture/testimony which
guided us and gave us tools to have a
better time with God.

There were many moments of
enjoyment, spending time with games
and activities, bringing team unity and
sharing time together along a bonfire
after our prayer evening. The last night
wehad our family evening were everyone
could share many talents and feelings at
the same time.
We tremendously appreciate all the
participants, team leaders, cooking staff
and the workshop staff, in total 27
people, that attended whom made this
happen. For last but not least, Thank
to our Heavenly Parent and True Parents
because nothing of this would not have
happened without them.
Thank you!

